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Abstract—Docker containers have been increasingly adopted
on various computing platforms to provide a lightweight virtualized execution environment. Compared to virtual machines,
this technology can often reduce the launch time from a few
minutes to less than 10 seconds, assuming the Docker image
has been locally available. However, Docker images are highly
customizable, and are mostly built at runtime from a remote
base image by running instructions in a script (the Dockerfile).
During the instruction execution, a large number of input files
may have to be retrieved via the Internet. The image building
may be an iterative process as one may need to repeatedly modify
the Dockerfile until a desired image composition is received. In
the process, every input file required by an instruction has to be
remotely retrieved, even if it has been recently downloaded. This
can make the process of building of an image and launching of
a container unexpectedly slow.
To address the issue, we propose a technique, named FastBuild,
that maintains a local file cache to minimize the expensive file
downloading. By non-intrusively intercepting remote file requests,
and supplying files locally, FastBuild enables file caching in a
manner transparent to image building. To further accelerate the
image building, FastBuild overlaps operations of instructions’
execution and writing intermediate image layers to the disk. We
have implemented FastBuild. And experiments with images and
Dockerfiles obtained from Docker Hub show that the system can
improve building speed by up to 10 times, and reduce downloaded
data by 72%.
Index Terms—Docker, container, image building.

I. INTRODUCTION
Container, such as Docker [16], has become increasingly
popular. It is a lightweight kernel virtualization technology
as an alternative to traditional virtual machines [1], [2], [13],
[14], [19]–[22], [32]. The process of launching a container
entails creation of an isolated process space, allocation of
required resources, and mounting image data. Because Docker
container shares the system kernel with the host machine, its
initialization of namespace for virtualization and Cgroup for
resource restriction is fast [1], [3], [6], [10], [18], [19]. As
a result, launching a container instance can be expected to
take only a few seconds, or even as low as less than one
second, much faster than that for virtual machines, which
may take several minutes. This makes quick deployment of a
large number of container instances possible. Such efficiency
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is especially desired in a DevOps environment where frequent
deployments occur. In the meantime, DevOps also requires
repeated adjustments and testing of container images. An
image is often iteratively re-built before and after a container is
launched from it. To support flexible customization of images,
Docker adopts a mechanism to build images at the client side.
An image can be built by running a Dockerfile, which is
a script containing instructions for building an image, from
a base image that provides basic and highly customizable
execution environment. Base images are collected at Docker
Hub, the official container image registry, and are available
for downloading.
Therefore, to truly enable fast launching of Docker containers Docker must allow efficient building of user-customized
images. However, even after a base image has been downloaded, image building can be much slower than expected.
When instructions in the Dockerfile are executed at a local
server, often a large number of input files are required, and
these files have to be retrieved from remote servers from the
Internet. For example, running instructions in a Dockerfile
named “docker-dev” available in the Docker Hub to build a
Docker image from the base image named “ubuntu:14.04”
requires retrieval of 486 remote files with a total size of 1.9GB,
which takes 283 seconds, or 77% of the entire image building
time as measured in our experiments (the experiment setup
will be detailed in Section II).
Apparently, in many cases when images need to be built
before their deployment, remote retrieval of input files is a major source of inefficiency in the image building process. With
wide adoption of Dockerfiles for on-site creation of images for
deployment and the need of iterative image development in the
DevOps environment, image building if often on the critical
path of launching a Docker instance. Therefore, it is important
to minimize the expensive file retrieval operations. If the image
building can be accelerated, there will be significant benefits,
including that containers can be upgraded instantly [11], [12],
[26], [28], [30], that image updates can be completed quickly
when there is a security issue [3], [14], [35], and that users can
easily build containerized applications [14], [25], [29], [34].
In this paper we will show that during building of images

there exist a large number of re-used input files, which
warrants use of local buffer to cache recently accessed files to
avoid unnecessary remote file retrievals. While this approach,
named FastBuild, has its substantial potential to improve
efficiency of image building, there is a significant challenge
in its design. As a new feature of containers, represented
by Docker, FastBuild does not run within Docker’s instance,
while execution of Dockerfile’s instructions is within the
instance, which generates requests for input files. As Docker
does not generate the file requests, it cannot make the critical
knowledge on what input files are requested available to
FastBuild. Instead, FastBuild has to non-intrusively obtain it
for caching files and redirecting requests to the cache should
hits are detected.
In this paper we make three major contributions.
1) We extensively study how frequently input files are reaccessed in the building of Docker images and reveal
opportunity of maintaining a local file cache for accelerating the process.
2) We propose and design FastBuild, a file caching function
seamlessly integrated in Docker to transparently intercept and redirect requests for input files to minimize
remote file access. FastBuild ensures that the buffer will
supply only up-to-date files. To further accelerate image
building, FastBuild overlaps the image writing operation
and instruction execution, and enables local building of
base images.
3) We prototype FastBuild in Docker 17.12 and extensively
evaluate its impact on speed of Docker image building.
The experiment results show that almost 72% of the duplicated data can be avoided for downloading, improving
image building speed by 3.1-7.0× with a high network
bandwidth, up to 10.6× with a low network bandwidth.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
elaborates the background and motivation of building images
for Docker. Design of FastBuild is described in Section III.
Section IV evaluates the FastBuild. Section V discusses the
related work. And Section VI conclusions.
II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
A. Building of Docker Image
To launch a Docker container instance, a user needs a
locally available Docker image. Docker users often use the
official Docker container image registry, Docker Hub [15],
to obtain and share images. There are two manners for an
image to be presented and shared at the hub. One is in
the form of a set of fully-built ready-to-use image files. A
Docker image is composed of multiple layers by using union
mounting technology [33]. And each file corresponds to a
layer. An image layer file is produced when a user completes
his operations in a container instance, and saves the instance
by using the “commit” command.
The other is in the form of “recipe” and “ingredients”.
The recipe is named Dockerfile, which is a text file with
lines of instructions. Docker provides 17 commands in Docker

v17.12 [16] to create various instructions with selected arguments. In the process of building a customized Docker image,
the instructions are executed in container instances line by
line. Execution of each line of instruction(s) produces a branch
(or a directory) in the instance’s overlay file system, such as
Unionfs [33]. Each corresponds to a layer in the container’s
image. In particular, in the layered image structure, the later
generated layers are laid on top of earlier generated layers.
And their data, in the form of files in one of instance’s
directories, overlaps corresponding data in the lower layers.
The layer at the bottom is named base image layer, and
presented in the Docker Hub as a tar file. In addition to
the recipe, ingredients are needed to build an image. They
consist of the base image and input files. During execution
of an instruction in a container instance, a substantial number
of input files may be requested. For successfully building of
an image, the files have to be available and up-to-date. The
current practice is to specify these files’ locations at some
well-maintained servers on the Internet, and to retrieve them
directly from the Internet at runtime. This can significantly
slow up an image’s building process.
The second manner is the most popular way to obtain and
share Dockers images, as it clearly discloses an image’s composition, makes sure the most up-to-date images are generated
at user sites, and allows users to conveniently customize an
image with easy adjustments, such as editing environment
variables or instruction arguments. In this approach Docker’s
containers can be both lightweight and highly configurable. In
fact, this is Docker’s officially recommended way of obtaining
images from its Docker Hub [15].
B. Reducing Remote File Access
As both ingredients are remotely retrieved, it can take a long
time period to make image locally available and its container
instance ready for use. When image provisioning becomes a
bottleneck for starting a Docker container, one of container
technology’s major advantages, which is fast launching of
Docker container instances, is weakened. Google Borg reveals
that the file-system provisioning time takes about 80% of the
total container deploying time. And the median provisioning
time is approximately 25 seconds [17]. To ameliorate the issue,
Docker has allowed reuse of image layers, as long as the layer
to be built is exactly the same as an image layer that is locally
available. The reusable layer is identified by knowing that
their immediately lower layers are the same and their lines
of instruction(s) in the Dockerfile to generate the next layers
are the same. However, when one instruction is modified,
the corresponding layer and any layers above it cannot take
advantage of the reuse mechanism.
Recognizing severity of the issue, a recent work, Slacker,
attempts to leave most of remote file retrieval and image
building out of the critical path of an instant launching
process [1]. It sets up a container file system according to
an image on a Tintri VMstore server and makes it accessible
over the network. To start the image launching process, one
only needs a small set of data in an image. Slacker modifies

the Docker image structure by identifying and marking these
data, so that only the data will be retrieved to make the instance
quickly launched. Additional image data will be lazily pulled
from the VMstore only when they are requested. Though this
approach can significantly reduce container launching time,
it is not compatible with the Docker Hub framework, and
thus is not a general-purpose solution. It requires specialized
image formats, and the support of a particular VMstore to
leverage its file cloning and snapshotting mechanisms. In this
work, we aim to provide a generic solution that well fits in
the Docker’s environment by making most input files required
in an image building locally available. This is achieved by
caching previously used input files.

TABLE I
137 MOST POPULAR BASE IMAGES IN THE D OCKER H UB CATEGORIZED IN
SIX DIFFERENT USE GROUPS

Categories

Images’ Name

Linux Distro

alpine, busybox, amazonlinux,
centos, mageia, oraclelinux,
cirros, crux, debian, fedora,
opensuse, neurodebian,
ubuntu, ubuntu-debootstrp,
ubuntu-upstart, ros, clearlinux,
sourcemage, photon
influxdb, arangodb, orientdb,
cassandra,elasticsearch,
memcached, crate, neo4j,
mariadb, couchdb, couchbase,
mongo-express, mysql, percona,
postgres, redis, rethinkdb,
mongo, aerospike
clojure, gcc, groovy, bash,
golang, jruby, python
haskell, hylang, java, openjdk,
julia, mono, perl, php, pypy,
r-base, rakudo-star, ruby, thrift,
ibmjava, swift, haxe, julialang,
fsharp, erlang, elixir, rust,
nginx, kong, glassfish, tomee,
websphere-liberty, httpd, iojs,
jetty, php-zendserver, tomcat,
django, kibana, node, rails,
storm, rapidoid, lightstreamer,
redmine, haproxy, telegraf,
kapacitor, zookeeper, flink,
irssi, celery, hipache, notary,
traefik, eclipse-mosquitto,
mediawiki, known, nuxeo,
gazebo, backdrop, xwiki
plone, geonetwork, convertigo,
ghost, joomla, rocket.chat,
wordpress, drupal, mextcloud,
owncloud, jenkins, rabbitmq,
odoo, nats, nats-streaming,
solr, sonarqube, piwik,
znc, bonita, eggdrop, spiped,
composer, docker, gradle,
kaazing-gateway, vault, registry,
logstash, swarm, buildpack-deps,
maven, docker-dev, voice-gateway,
chronograf, sentry

Database

C. Locality of Input Files
Once a majority of inputs can be accessed locally, building
an container image instance would require only a small amount
of Internet access and becomes faster. The success of the
caching strategy relies on existence of substantial locality in
the access of input files for building different images.
To investigate the locality, we pulled 137 most downloaded
official basic images by June 21, 2018 (each downloaded
more than 100,000 times at Docker Hub [15]). They are
categorized into six groups, as shown in Table I. We also
collected all certified images (a total of 2746) that are built
iteratively based on these base images from Docker Hub, then
divided these images into 137 groups according to the base
images they are built on. An image group usually comes
with 13-30 Dockerfiles, each representing a version of the
images derived from a base image. For example, the php
base image has 20 versions, such as 5.0, 5.6, and 6.0. There
are two scenarios for the locality to occur during the use of
the Dockerfiles. One is that a user needs to iteratively reconfigure a Dockerfile after the initial image building and
instant launching for customization to his preferred setup.
For example, an instruction in an Dockerfile for changing the
network port is EXPOSE 80. A user may want to change
it to EXPOSE 8080 network setup, and re-build the image
after the editing. In another scenario, a user may need to
change the working directory of the container. Accordingly,
he changes the instruction “WORKDIR /usr/local” to
“WORKDIR /var” and re-builds the image. This kind of
Dockerfile changes can be minor, and the set of its input files
rarely change. At the granularity of image layer, the access
locality may not show up at all. However, input files accessed
in the initial building are very likely to be reused in the rerebuilding process. And A very strong locality is expected in
the file accesses.
Another representative scenario for the locality to occur
is that users need to upgrade his image version or choose
a preferred version among a few with repeated testings. To
get an idea on how strong the locality can be, for a series
of versions of a base image’s Dockerfiles we sequentially
build the corresponding images in the ascending order of their
version numbers. We assume existence of a cache to collect
input files requested during building of previous versions, and

Language

Web Component

Application Platform

Other

measure the hit ratio of the cache for building the image with
the highest version number. Figure 1 shows the hit ratio in
terms of file count and amount of data in the hit files for
each of the 137 image groups’ Dockerfiles. As shown in the
figure, there are around 80-90% of the data in the input files
are hit in the cache, suggesting that most of the input file data
are locally available during building of the image. In another
assumed scenario, the median version is built when input files
of its four previous versions have been stored in the cache. The
hit ratios are shown in Figure 2. As shown, with input files for
building only four previous versions of images are available
in the cache, the hit ratio in terms of data amount is around
60-80%, which is still significant. We also measure overlap of
input files for building two Dockerfiles’ images from different
groups. We find that even in these unrelated images, there
is often around 30% overlap of input data. Apparently for a

server where many images have been built, it is likely that
most of input files required for building a new image can be
locally available if a cache is maintained to store all the history
input files.
100
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File Count

FastBuild caches input files to make full use of local image
data aiming to significantly remove remote file retrieval time
from image building time. Second, FastBuild overlaps operations of instructions’ execution to further accelerate the image
building. Third, instead of pulling base images from Docker
Hub, FastBuild quickly builds base images locally by taking
advantage of locally available input files.
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Fig. 1. Hit ratios in terms of file count and data amount for the highest
version among all versions for each of the 137 base images’ Dockerfiles.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the times for image building and for retrieving remote
input files. Each time is an average over all the times for different Dockerfile
versions of different base images in a base image group
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Fig. 2. Hit ratios in terms of file count and data amount for the median version
among all versions for each of the 137 base images’ Dockerfiles assuming
input files for building its four previous versions of images are in the cache

To understand implication of substantial reuse of the input
files, we measure and compare the time used for building an
image and that for retrieving all required remote input files.
As shown in Figure 3, consistently more than 60%, 71% by
average, of the image building time is spent on the remote
input file access. By removing a majority of the remote file
access, we expect a significant improvement of the image
building time.
III. DESIGN OF FASTBUILD
We use our findings to design a new caching component,
named FastBuild, that can seamlessly fit into the Docker
framework to enable fast image building without requiring
any special hardware supports or modification of stock Docker
images. FastBuild includes three components to accelerate
the process of image building. First, it uses a fine-grained
caching mechanism. Instead of using image layer caching,

While the idea of setting up a local cache for collecting
input files when they are retrieved from the Internet and then
supplying them locally when they are requested again for
image building is straightforward, a major challenge is to
implement it in the existing Docker’s framework in a nonintrusive manner. In particular, the solution should not require
any changes of content and format of Docker images, and
Dockerfiles, layered union file system, or the image building
process.
The key technique is to obtain requests for input files and
re-direct them to FastBuild for processing transparently in the
existing image building process. The Docker image building
process is orchestrated by the Docker Daemon, which retrieves
the base image and a Dockerfile. It will build the image layer
by layer, starting from the base image. A new layer is built on
top of an existing layer, which corresponds to an image file. To
build the new layer, the Daemon creates a container instance
using the image layer file. It also reads the corresponding line
of instruction(s) from the Dockerfile and runs the instruction(s)
in the container. For example, if the line is “RUN apt-get
install gcc” for installing gcc software packages, the
Daemon sends the instruction “apt-get install gcc”
to the container and runs it. Requests for input files are
generated in the container executing the instruction. When the
execution is completed, the Daemon commits the container
to an image file about the new layer and the container is
destroyed. These steps are repeated for each line of the
Dockerfile to produce the corresponding image layer.
We can see that the Docker Daemon is only responsible for
initializing an instruction execution environment (the container

instance) and writing back an image layer. It does not know
what input files are requested in the execution.
To obtain the knowledge about input files, one seems to have
to understand and be involved in the instruction execution.
However, once such a facility was built into the execution
environment, FastBuild would not be a generic solution, and
it would leave footprints in the file system and pollute contents
of the resulting image file. To address the issue, we need to be
minimally involved in the container environment as long as the
requests for input files can be obtained. Therefore, FastBuild
only has its presence in the container’s network component.
B. Interception of Requests for Input Files
A Docker container isolates its resources into different
Linux namespaces, including Mount, UTS, IPC, PID, User,
and Network namespaces. Among them, the Network namespace isolates the container’s virtual network device and IP
address from the server’s physical network device. By having
a FastBuild process in a namespace that is independent of
other namespaces, such as the Mount namespace for isolation
of file system, FastBuild cannot access the image data in the
file system.
FastBuild has one daemon process in the entire system and
communicates with the Docker Daemon. Whenever the Docker
Daemon launches a container to build an image, FastBuild’s
daemon generates the aforementioned process and places it
into the container’s Network namespace. To this end, FastBuild
obtains the container’s name and resolves the name to get
the id of the main process (init) in the container by using
the Docker API interface (Step 1 in Figure 4). By reading
the process’s proc file system (Step 2), FastBuild knows the
container’s Network namespace. It then forks a child process
and attaches it to the namespace by calling the setns()
system call (Step 3).
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With a local cache for supplying input files from the
local disks, the image building process may become much
faster. With the reduced time of instruction execution, another
operation, which is to commit the data to the disk as a new
image file, can become substantial. In addition, repeatedly
launching and shutting-down containers, each for an image
layer, can be expensive. Especially, the average number of
instruction lines in a Dockerfile in the Docker Hub, or number
of layers in an image, is large (about 23). And the container
launching/shutting-down operation takes about 12% of the
total image rebuilding time.
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C. Overlapping Instruction Execution and Image Commitment
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When the daemon process receives the redirected requests,
it gets requested files’ URLs. For each requested file, it then
searches FastBuild’s local cache to see whether it is in the
cache (Steps 6-7). If it is, FastBuild will first read its last
modification time. It also generates a request for the file’s last
modification time at the server on the Internet specified by
its URL (Steps 4-5). Only when the two modification times
match, indicating the file in the cache is up to date, will the
file be retrieved from the cache and sent to the child process,
which will deliver it to the process running the instruction(s)
in the container using libpcap. If the file is not in the cache
or the modification times do not match, the file is remotely
retrieved as usual. After receiving the file, FastBuild daemon
stores it into the local cache, possibly overwriting the out-ofdate file in the cache, and delivers it via the child process.
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Fig. 4. Steps for FastBuild to redirect requests for input files and to access
the cache

Requests for input files generated by the instruction execution in a container are sent to the virtual network device
file (veth0) in its Network namespace. The FastBuild child
process then intercepts the network requests by listening to
the file using system library libpcap, and passes them to
the FastBuild daemon process running outside of the container
network namespace to serve requests. Sending data between
FastBuild’s daemon and child processes is enabled by using a
shared Unix pipe file.

Fig. 5. Overlapping instruction execution and image commitment operations
and building multiple layers of an image in one container instance

To further reduce image building time, FastBuild overlaps
the instruction execution and image commitment times, and
uses only one container instance throughout the process of
building an image with a Dockerfile. To this end, the FastBuild
daemon intercepts the commit signal, which is sent from the
Docker Daemon upon completion of a line of instruction(s)
in the Dockerfile. After the FastBuild daemon takes over
the image building, it accesses the Dockerfile and issues the
remaining lines of instructions to the container for execution
and commitment.
As execution of the next instruction will be in parallel with
the image commitment, the daemon first makes a snapshot of
the data in the top layer (read-write layer) of the container’s
union file system by using the mksnap_ffs command.
To send the next instruction to the container for execution,
FastBuild identifies all namespaces, as it does for the Network
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D. Quickly Obtaining Base Image
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system,
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IV. EVALUATION
30.12258065

a version number. For a set of the Dockerfiles, in the order
of their version numbers one at a time, we build an image
by executing a Dockerfile and launching the corresponding
container. In the experiments about FastBuild the base image
is also built using its Dockerfile, instead of being directly
downloaded. In contrast, for the stock Docker the base images
are downloaded. At the beginning of the series of experiments
for a base image’s Dockerfiles, we always clear the cache to
give it a clean start. Figure 6 shows the aggregate build and
launch times for the sequence of Dockerfiles in a set for a base
image with the stock Docker and with FastBuild for each of the
137 image groups. To understand contribution of FastBuild’s
individual techniques, the figure also shows the times for
FastBuild with only input file caching and that with only
overlapping of instruction execution and image commitment.
As shown, though the time for different image group’s
Dockerfiles can be very different (from 63 seconds to 208
seconds), FastBuild consistently takes about only 25% of
the time, or is about 4X faster. For example, for the base
image Nginx with 27 Dockerfiles, the total build and launch
time for the stock Docker and FastBuild are 198 and 51
seconds, respectively. The improvements are significant. In
terms of individual techniques’ contributions, the figure shows
that caching contributes about 2/3 of the improvement and
overlapping contributes the remaining.
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namespace, and sets the /proc/self/exe argument to
execute the instruction. In the meantime, the last layer of
the image is committed, as illustrated in Figure 5. Instruction
execution can proceed without being synchronized with the
commitment. Now all instructions are executed at the same
layer of the union file system. As a line of instruction(s) in
the Dockerfile corresponds to a layer in the image, FastBuild
takes a snapshot after executing each line of instruction(s).
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Fig. 6. The build and launch time for each sequence of Dockerfiles associated
with a base image. The times for each of the 137 base images are shown for
the stock Docker, FastBuild with only overlaping technique, FastBuild with
only caching technique, and FastBuild with both techniques. The base images
are shown in the order as they appear in Table I

To further understand the contribution made by removing
remote access of input files, we show the build and launch
time for each Dockerfile in the set of Dockerfiles with the
zookeeper image. The experiment is carried out in order of
their version numbers, so are the times presented in the Figure 7. As expected, time reduction (or the time gap between the
two curves in the figure) keeps increasing. When more images
are built, more input files are added into the cache. When the
cache warms up, it has a higher hit ratio and removes more
remote file access out of the critical path. Another observation
is that major portion of the performance benefit from caching
is achieved after execution of only a few Dockerfiles. For
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Fig. 7. The build and launch times of the stock Docker and FastBuild for
the set of Dockerfiles associated with the zookeeper image.

example, after execution of six Dockerfiles, FastBuild is 3.2X
faster than the stock Docker. But after execution of twentysix Dockerfiles it is only 4X faster. This indicates that the
caching can become effective on the execution of a Dockerfile
after building only a few Dockerfiles belonging to the same
base image, which is a common scenario in the use of Docker
containers. To confirm this, in Figure 8 we further show the
time for the last Dockerfile in each sequence of Dockerfiles
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B. Remotely Downloaded Data
In the stock Docker, building an image needs to download
base images and input files. With FastBuild, base image is
not downloaded any more, and only input files missing in
the cache are. Figure 9 shows the amount of data downloaded in the stock Docker and FastBuild for executing each
sequence of Dockerfiles with each of the base images. As
mentioned Docker supports image-layer caching. A imagelayer file can be re-used (without rebuilding it) if both the
lower-layer image and the instruction for building the current
layer match. However, such a reuse may be unsafe as the
execution outcome may also rely on the execution environment
(e.g., RUN apt-get update) that may change. Using an
out-of-date image layer may lead to unexpected execution
behavior. To this end, some users may opt to turn off the
Docker’s caching option. Therefore, Figure 9 also includes
results for Docker without the caching function.
As shown in Figure 9, FastBuild can significantly reduce
amount of remotely downloaded data. This reduction is positively correlated to the improvement of the container’s build
and launch time shown in Figure 7. The average amount of
downloaded data for building one image with the stock Docker
is 784.6 MB. If its image-layer caching function is turned off,
the amount increases to 1073.2MB. When FastBuild is used,
the amount reduces to only 220.5MB, representing 71.9% and
79.5% reduction, respectively.
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For the stock Docker, results for turning off its option of image-layer caching
are also presented as “Stock Docker NoCache”.
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which suggests that space demand on the cache is limited.
For example, after we build all eight Dockerfiles associated
with the popular base files listed in Table I, the cache size
is 9.59GB. Considering the abundant space in today’s disks,
we do not impose a size limit on the cache. If indeed there is
such a need, it will be a minor effort by applying a replacement
algorithm such as LRU to enforce a space limit.
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images, FastBuild is 3.1X faster than the stock FastBuild on
the 1Gbps network. In contrast, it is 4.9X and 7.0X faster
on the 100Mbps and 20Mps bandwidths, respectively. If very
low bandwidths (10Mbps or 5Mbps) are assumed (for mobile
devices), FastBuild can be 8.2X and 10.6X faster, respectively.
For the 5Mbps case, FastBuild reduces the average build
and launch time for one Dockerfile from 651 seconds to 62
seconds. This makes use of lightweight containers a viable
choice on bandwidth-constrained devices or Internet-limited
use environments.
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set of data. With support of dedicated image server, where
a full union file system associated each image is maintained,
Slacker leverages the lazy downloading technique to significantly reduce the time for an instance to become available.
However, future data access may become slower as they will
be on-demand retrieved from the Internet. This technique is
not compatible with the Docker Hub framework and requires
support of specialized image server. In contrast, FastBuild is
fully compatible with the existing Docker container build and
launch framework, and can be readily adopted by existing
users. Furthermore, as most input files can be locally available,
especially if they are also buffered in the memory, the on-line
access of image data can be very fast and the lazy access
technique becomes less necessary.
The Docker Hub can become a performance bottleneck
when many users attempt to download images from it simultaneously. The FID scheme introduces a peer-to-peer (P2P)
technique to make downloaded images be shared across users.
However, as using Dockerfiles to build images on site is the
preferred method to launch containers, most of downloading is
for input files, rather than the base images and Dockerfiles, and
cannot be accelerated. Similarly, to ameliorate the performance
bottleneck at Docker Hub, the Anwar scheme prefetches base
images that are likely to be accessed from the disk to the
memory in the Docker Hub server, so that they can be quickly
supplied [36]. In contrast, with FastBuild only Dockerfiles,
which are very small, are downloaded from the Docker Hub,
making it less likely to be a performance bottleneck. In
addition, it avoids downloading (most) input files via Internet.
As an extension of Docker’s caching function for image
layers, the CoMICon [37] scheme makes the layers be shared
across servers in a cluster. By leveraging the cluster as a larger
and cooperative cache more data can be retrieved from the
local cluster. The Wharf scheme adopts a similar strategy [46].
It is a middleware in Docker to allow Docker image layers to
be shared among different Docker Daemons in a distributed
storage system. However, as we have shown, the hit ratio
in terms of image layer is usually low. Once one layer is
modified, all layers above it will be different. In contrast,
FastBuild exploits locality at the granularity of individual input
files, and makes rich opportunity of data reuse available to
enable fast local data access.
Because building an image from a base image can be
slow due to reasons such as downloading many input files,
the CNTR scheme separates core functionality data from the
image into a slim image, and leaves the remaining data in
a fat image [41]. In this way it can build a container from
a slim image, which can be much faster. However, if the
fat image is modified, the entire image has to be rebuilt
from the base image and the separation operation has to be
carried out again. In contrast, effectiveness of FastBuild only
depends on existence of locality of input files, which has been
demonstrated to be common.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
To retain container’s major advantage of being lightweight,
we propose FastBuild, a technique to transparently accelerate
Docker image’s building and launching process. An in-depth
analysis of the set of popular images in Docker Hub shows that
input files used in the image building represent a significant
build cost and are also likely to be reused. FastBuild is motivated by the observation. Without changing the Docker’s system architecture, it maintains a local cache and non-intrusively
intercepts and redirects request for the input files to the cache.
With real-world Docker base images and Dockerfiles, we
experiment with a FastBuild prototype system and show that
a significant percentage of remote access of input files can be
removed once a few previous versions of the image have been
built to warm up the cache. FastBuild also incorporates the
technique for overlapping execution of Dockerfile instructions
and writing back image layers to further improve efficiency
of image building. Experiment results show that compared
with the stock Docker, FastBuild can speed up the build and
launch process by up to 10x and remove 72% of remote data
downloading for the most popular images at Docker Hub.
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